Abstract. We provide a description of the annular representation category of the free product of two rigid C*-tensor categories.
of a * -category. Indeed, one can take the semi-norms given by the spectral radius, and ask if they satisfy the conditions listed above. In particular it makes sense to say a * -category is a C* (or W*)-category without specifying extra structure.
An object a in a C*-category is called simple if C(a, a) = C1 a , and C is called semi-simple if it has (unitary) direct sums, (self-adjoint) sub-objects, and every object is isomorphic to the direct sum of finitely many simple objects. Note that in a semi-simple C*-category, all morphism spaces are finite dimensional, and so a semi-simple category is C* if and only if it is W*.
A C*-tensor category is a C*-category equipped with a bilinear functor ⊗ : C × C → C together with unitary associativity natural transformations (called the associators) satisfying the pentagon axioms, and a distinguished unit object ½ ∈ C with unitary unitor natural isomorphisms satisfying the triangle axioms. By MacLane's strictness theorem we can (and usually do) assume our categories are strict, so that the associators and unitors are all identities. In particular, this makes it easy to write tensor equations, and apply the usual graphical calculus formalisms.
A C*-tensor category has duals if for every object a ∈ C, there exists an object a ∈ C and maps R ∈ C(½, a ⊗ a) and R ∈ C(½, a ⊗ a) satisfying the duality equations:
(1 a ⊗ R * ) • (R ⊗ 1 a ) = 1 a and (R * ⊗ 1 a ) • (1 a ⊗ R) = 1 a Definition 2.1. A rigid C*-tensor category is a semi-simple C*-tensor category with duals and simple tensor unit.
Our definition of a rigid C*-tensor category is not universal, but is by far the most commonly studied.
We recall here that for a semi-simple tensor category C, the fusion algebra is the complex linear span of isomorphism classes of simple objects, with product given by the linear extension of [ . This is an associative, unital algebra. When C, in addition, is rigid, there is a * -structure on this algebra, given by the conjugate linear extension of [a] * := [a] . This associative * -algebra is denoted Fus(C).
We have the following large class of (not mutually exclusive) examples, which indicate their connections with other areas of mathematics and physics:
(1) The category of bifinite Hilbert space bimodules of an II 1 factor. (2) Rep( ) for a compact (quantum) group. (3) The DHR category of a covariant net of von Neumann algebras.
The first example is actually universal, in the sense that every (countably generated) rigid C*-tensor category arises as a full subcategory of bimodules of the group von Neumann algebra L ∞ ( [PS, BHP] ).
2.2. Free product of categories. In this subsection, we provide the definition of the free product of two semi-simple C*-tensor categories with simple tensor units. This notion, due to Bisch and Jones, arises from the free composition of finite index subfactors (see [BJ] ). It also appears in the study of free products of compact quantum groups [W] . Our approach to free products closely follows the construction of Bisch and Jones as elaborated by [IMP] , except we do not require duals in our categories.
To proceed with this construction, we will first define a certain C*-category involving the two given categories, and controlled by non-crossing partitions. The free product will be the resulting projection category.
Let C + and C − be two semi-simple C*-categories with simple tensor units ½ + and ½ − respectively. In our construction, we pick a strict model of C ± . Let Σ be the set of words with letters in Obj C + ∪ Obj C − . For σ ∈ Σ, the length of σ will be denoted by |σ|. To a word σ ∈ Σ, we associate the subword (whose letters are not necessarily adjacent) σ + ∈ Obj C + (resp., σ − ∈ Obj C − ) consisting of all the letters in σ coming from Obj C + (resp., Obj C − ). The object obtained by tensoring the letters in σ ± will be denoted by t(σ ± ) with the convention t(∅) = ½ ± where appropriate. For instance, if σ = a • a non-crossing partitioning of the letters in σ and τ arranged at the bottom and on the top edges of a rectangle respectively moving from left to right, such that each partition block consists only of objects from C + or only of objects C − , • every block gives a pair of (possible empty) subwords of σ and τ , say, (σ 0 , τ 0 ), where σ 0 (resp. τ 0 ) consists of letters in the partition coming from σ (resp. τ ). For each such block, seen as a rectangle with the bottom labeled by σ 0 and the top labeled by τ 0 , we choose a morphism from t(σ 0 ) to t(τ 0 ) in the appropriate category.
We give an example of a (σ, τ )-NCP in Figure 2 .1 where σ = a Here, the pair of subwords corresponding to the partition blocks are ρ 1 = (a
, ∅), and ρ 5 = (a + 5 a + 6 , ∅). Note that each letter of ρ i either belongs Obj C + alone or Obj C − alone, for every i and each of ρ i is assigned a morphism from the corresponding category. For instance, all the letters of ρ 3 are objects of C + and is assigned the morphism f 3 ∈ C + (a
We denote the set of such (σ, τ )-NCPs by NCP (σ, τ ). Now, to every T ∈ NCP (σ, τ ), we can associate unique T ± ∈ NCP (σ ± , τ ± ) by deleting all blocks whose letters are labeled by the opposite sign.
Since all letters in σ ± and τ ± come from either C + or C − only, the non-crossing partitions T ± give rise to unique morphisms Z T ± ∈ C ± (t(σ ± ), t(τ ± )) using the standard graphical calculus for monoidal categories.
So, for any σ, τ ∈ Σ and T ∈ NCP (σ, τ ), we have morphisms Z T ± ∈ C ± (t(σ ± ), t(τ ± )). We write
. For example, for the NCP T in Figure 2 .1,
We define the category N CP as follows:
• Objects in N CP are given by Σ.
• For σ, τ ∈ Σ, the morphism space is defined by
Composition of morphisms is given by composing the tensor components, which is obviously bilinear, and associative. However, one needs to verify whether the morphism spaces of N CP are closed under such composition. Let S ∈ NCP (σ, τ ) and T ∈ NCP (τ, κ). Consider the 'composed' rectangle obtained by gluing T on the top of S matching along the letters of τ . The non-crossing partitions of S and T induce a non-crossing partition on the composed rectangle with σ at the bottom and τ on the top; each partition is then labeled by composing the corresponding morphisms in S and T . We call this T • S ∈ NCP (σ, κ). In this process of composing two NCPs, we have ignored certain partitions of S (staying only on its top) and T (staying only at its bottom) which cancel each other and do not contribute towards the non-crossing partitioning of the composed rectangle. Since the tensor units ½ ± are assumed to be simple, composing the morphisms associated to these partitions simply yield a scalar. Suppose λ(T, S) denote the product of all such scalars. Then,
Clearly, N CP is a C-linear category. There is also a * -structure given by applying * on each of the tensor components. To see whether the morphism spaces of N CP is closed under * , we define an involution
where we reflect T about any horizontal line to obtain T * with a non-crossing partitioning and their corresponding morphisms being induced by the reflection of the initial partitioning and * of the assigned morphisms in T respectively.
Indeed, Z * T = Z T * ∈ N CP(τ, σ) for all T ∈ NCP (σ, τ ). Thus, N CP is a * -category. Note that by construction, N CP is equipped with a canonical faithful * -functor to the Deligne tensor product C + ⊠ C − , which sends σ to σ + ⊠ σ − ∈ C + ⊠ C − . Since C ± are both semisimple, the Deligne tensor product is again a C*-category with finite dimensional morphism spaces. But any (not necesarily full) *-subcategory of a C*-category with finite dimensional morphism spaces is easily seen to be C* itself. Since our canonical functor is faithful, this implies N CP is a C*-category.
For the tensor structure, define σ ⊗ τ as the concatenated word
This implies N CP is a C*-tensor category. Note that C ± sit inside N CP as full * -subcategories.
We now define C + * C − to be the projection category of N CP. More explicitly,
For (σ, p), (τ, q) ∈ Obj (C + * C − ), the morphism space
The tensor and * -structures are induced by those of N CP in the obvious way. It is easy to see that C + * C − is also C*-tensor category.
Definition 2.3. Let Irr(C ± ) denote a choice of object from each isomorphism class of simple objects, such that the tensor units are chosen to represent their isomorphism class. Then Σ 0 := {∅} ∪ {a
Proposition 2.4. C + * C − is a semi-simple C*-tensor category containing C ± as full subcategories. Moreover, there is a canonical bijection between Σ 0 and isomorphism classes of simple objects in
Proof. First we show that the objects σ ∈ Σ 0 form a distinct set of irreducible objects in N CP.
Let σ ∈ Σ 0 be a nonempty word, and T a (σ, σ)-NCP. If T has a block which connects only letters on the top or only letters on bottom, then T necessarily also has a singleton block and its associated morphism turns out to be zero (since σ ∈ Σ 0 is non-empty and the tensor units ½ ± are simple) which implies Z T = 0. Thus every partition in T consists of letters in the top as well as bottom. Since the letters in σ come alternatively from C + and C − , and the partitions are non-crossing, the partition blocks should be of the form (a
, a top 2 ), . . ., where σ = a 1 a 2 . . . . The assigned morphisms of these blocks are then scalars since a i 's are simple. This says that Z T has to be a scalar multiple of 1 σ . Hence, N CP(σ, σ) is one-dimensional implying σ is simple for all σ ∈ Σ 0 . Similar arguments will tell us that N CP(σ, τ ) is zero for two distinct σ, τ ∈ Σ 0 .
We now show Σ 0 is complete, in the sense that any object σ ∈ N CP is isomorphic to a direct sum of objects from Σ 0 . Observe that if σ 1 , . . . , σ n ∈ Σ such that the letters in each σ i come from C + alone or C − alone, then σ 1 . . . σ n is isomorphic to the word t(σ 1 ) . . . t(σ n ). Moreover, a quick sketch of non-crossing partitions shows that σ½ ± τ ∼ = στ . It is also easy to see that if a ∼ = b 1 ⊕b 2 in C ± via decomposition isometries v i ∈ C ± (b i , a) , then the word σaτ ∼ = σb 1 τ σb 2 τ via decomposition isometries given by the (σb 1 τ, σaτ )-non-crossing partitions T i defined as follows: The underlying non-crossing partition has pairings which connect elements vertically, and for each block ending in σ or τ , we have the identity morphism, while the block connecting b i with a is assigned the isometry v i . Taken together, these observations imply that any object can be decomposed as a finite direct sum of words in Σ 0 .
C + * C − inherits all the above properties from N CP. In particular, since every object σ ∈ N CP is isomorphic to a direct sum of simple objects in Σ 0 , this will be true for any subobject. Hence in the projection category, every object (τ, p) is isomorphic to a direct sum of objects of the form (σ, 1 σ ) for σ ∈ Σ 0 .
Thus to show that C + * C − has direct sums, it suffices to show that for σ, τ ∈ Σ 0 , there exists an object (σ, 1 σ ) ⊕ (τ, 1 τ ) ∈ C + * C − satisfying direct condition.
Let α i and ε j be the signs given by a i ∈ C α i and b j ∈ C ε j . Consider
We have already seen that σ ′ ∼ = σ and τ
Note that projections uu * and vv
are pairs of mutually orthogonal projections). So, we have a projection in N CP(γ, γ), namely (uu
2.3. Annular representations. Now we recall from [GJ] , the definition and basic properties of annular algebras, and their representation categories associated to a rigid C*-tensor category C. For a simple object a ∈ C and an arbitrary object b ∈ C, we naturally have an inner product on C(a, b) given by g * f = f, g 1 a . Let Irr(C) denote a set of representatives of isomorphism classes of simple objects in C. We assume that ½ ∈ Irr(C) is chosen to represent its isomorphism class. Let Λ be any subset of the set representatives of isomorphism classes of all objects in C. Then the annular algebra with weight set Λ is defined as a vector space
where onb denotes an orthonormal basis with respect to the inner product defined above. This multiplication is associative and is independent of choice of representatives of isomorphism classes of simple objects and choice of onb in consideration. AΛ has a * -structure, which we denote by #, defined by
for f ∈ C(a⊗b 1 , b 2 ⊗a). The associative * -algebra AΛ is unital if and only if Irr(C) < ∞. This algebra has a canonical trace defined by Ω(f ) :
where tr is the unnormalized categorical trace on
We denote the subspaces
The associative * -algebra AΛ b,b is called the weight b centralizer algebra. We call AΛ ½,½ the weight 0 centralizer algebra, primarily for historical reasons in connection with planar algebras. It turns out that the fusion algebra of C, Fus(C), is * -isomorphic to AΛ ½,½ (See [GJ, Proposition 3 .1]).
The annular category with weight set Λ is the category with objects space as Λ and the morphism space from b to c as AΛ b,c . Composition is given by the multiplication defined above. Both the algebra as well as category are often denoted by AΛ. Since both of these essentially contain the same information, they are used interchangeably.
The tube algebra, AC is (by a slight abuse of notation) the annular algebra the weight set Irr(C). This algebra was first introduced by Ocneanu ( [O] ). A weight set Λ ⊆ is said to be full if every simple object is equivalent to subobject of some b ∈ Λ. By [GJ, Proposition 3.5] , any annular algebra with full weight set is strongly Morita equivalent to the tube algebra.
The representation category Rep(AΛ) is the category of non-degenerate * -representations of AΛ as bounded operators on a Hilbert space, with bounded intertwiners as morphisms. This is a W*-category. By our above comments, whenever Λ is full, we have Rep(AΛ) ∼ = Rep(A) as W*-categories, and thus it makes sense to talk about the category of annular representations, which can be realized as the representation category of any annular algebra with full weight set. We shall see in Section 3 that the weight set can further be reduced in some cases without affecting the resulting category of annular representations.
One of the reasons these categories are nice is that the tube algebra (or any full annular algebra) admits a universal C*-algebra, C * (AΛ), such that Rep(AΛ) ∼ = Rep(C * (AΛ)), where the latter is the category of non-degenerate, continuous * -homomorphisms from the C*-algebra C * (AΛ) to B(H). For example, this tells us that the category decomposes as a direct integral of factor representations.
One way to access this category is to understand the representation theory of the unital centralizer algebras AΛ a,a . If a ∈ Λ, a linear functional φ : AΛ a,a → C with φ(1) = 1 is said to be weight a annular state, or an admissible state,
Using a GNS construction, each annular state gives a non-degenerate representation of AΛ (see [GJ, Section 4] ). Annular states provide a useful way of constructing representations of whole algebra by looking at representations of much smaller centralizer algebras or even subalgebras of the tube algebra. A representation (π, H) of a centralizer algebra AΛ a,a is said to be admissible if there exists a representation ( π, H) of AΛ such that ( π, H) AΛa,a is unitarily equivalent to (π, H). There are several equivalent conditions for a representation of centralizer algebra to be admissible. One such condition is that every vector state in (π, H) is an annular (i.e. admissible) state. It turns out that we can construct a universal C*-algebra C * u (A a,a ) with respect to admissible representations, so that admissibility of (π, H) is equivalent to saying that (π, H) extends to a representation of C * u (A a,a ). This algebra is a corner of the universal C*-algebra of the entire tube algebra, so all the pieces fit together nicely.
Annular algebra of free product of categories
We will characterize the annular algebra of C * D where C and D are rigid, semi-simple C*-tensor categories with simple unit objects. We note that while providing definitions of the free product C ± was more convenient to distinguish the two categories, while in this section, using C and D seems better. By [GJ] , the annular representation category can be obtained from representations of any annular algebra with respect to any full weight set in Obj(C * D) (in particular, a set of representatives of the isomorphism classes of simple objects).
However, in our case, we can actually work with a smaller, non-full weight set, and still capture the entire category. To describe this weight set, let I C (respectively I D ) be a set of representatives of the isomorphism classes of simple objects in C (respectively D) excluding the isomorphism class of the unit object. Recall that the set of words (including the empty one) with letters coming alternatively from I C and I D is in bijective correspondence with the set of isomorphism classes of simple objects Irr(C * D), where the empty word corresponds to the tensor unit in C * D. We define W to be the subset of these words with strictly positive and even length, such that the first letter comes from I C . We will say a positive length word is a C-D word if it starts with a letter of C and ends with a letter of D, and extend this terminology in the obvious way. We define the weight set Λ := {∅} ∪ I C ∪ I D ∪ W, which we note is not full. Indeed, the alternating words of odd length and the alternating words of even length starting with a letter from I D do not appear in Λ. Nevertheless, we have the following result:
Lemma 3.1. Rep(AΛ) and the representation category of the tube algebra A of C * D, are unitarily equivalent as linear * -categories.
Proof. Clearly, the restriction functor Res : Rep(A) −→ Rep(AΛ) is a linear * -functor. We begin by showing that Res is essentially surjective.
Given a representation (π, V ) of AΛ and w ∈ Irr(C * D), we consider the vector space
We define a sesquilinear form ·, · on this vector space by
If w ∈ Λ, then T is clearly a positive operator and hence we have non-negativity of x, x w . Suppose now that w has even length and its first letter is in
Let ρ ∈ A w ′ ,w be the canonical rotation unitary. Then, for any y ∈ A v,w , there is a unique y ′ ∈ A v,w ′ such that y = ρ · y ′ . Thus we have
hence positivity follows from the previous case. Defining Λ to be the union of Λ and the set of words of even length (regardless of starting character), we have just shown positivity for weights in Λ.
Now suppose w has odd length; say w = a −k . . . a −1 a 0 a 1 . . . a k . Note that the a 2l 's are either all in I C or all in I D , and similarly for the odd letters. Now define the word w ′ = a 0 a 1 . . . a k a −k . . . a −1 . This word no longer represents an isomorphism class of simple object, however the object it represents is isomorphic to a direct sum of simple objects, all of which have even length, i.e., w ′ ∼ = ⊕ s u s , where u s ∈ Λ. Let p s ∈ (C * D) (u s , w ′ ) be isometries such that s p s p * s = 1 w ′ (which automatically implies p * s p t = δ s,t 1 us ). Let AObj denote the annular algebra whose weight set consists of all isomorphism classes of objects in C * D, and pick any rotation ρ ∈ AObj w ′ ,w (which is automatically unitary). Then any element y i ∈ A v i ,w can be written
Observe that
which is positive as all u t 's are in Λ and hence our argument is complete.
Now that we have shown x, x w ≥ 0, we can define Ind(V ) w as the Hilbert space obtained by the completion of the quotient of our vector space over the null space of the inner product. Before quotienting and completing, our vector space has the obvious action of A. Our above argument shows that π(·)x, x w is a positive annular functional. Thus by [GJ, Lemma 4 .4], we have a well-defined, bounded, * -action of the tube algebra A on Ind(V ). It is now easy to verify that Res • Ind(V ) ∼ = V via the interwiner defined by sending i y i ⊗ ξ i to π(y i )ξ i . Now to prove that Res is fully faithful, we first claim that any representation (θ, H) ∈ Rep(A) is generated by w∈Λ H w . We need to check H 0 w := span {θ(x)ξ : x ∈ A v,w , ξ ∈ H v , v ∈ Λ} is dense in H w for all w ∈ Irr(C * D)\Λ; we will, in fact, show H 0 w = H w . Now, w ∈ Irr(C * D)\Λ implies |w| ≥ 2. Suppose w is of D-C type, so that w = du for some u of C-C type. We have the unitary rotation
, where w ′ = ud ∈ Λ, whose θ-action implements a unitary from H w ′ to H w ; so, H 0 w = H w . The remaining elements of Irr(C * D) \ Λ are words of types C-C or D-D type, which neccessarily have odd length ≥ 3. Consider such a w, say w = a −k . . . a −1 a 0 a 1 . . . a k . As above, the even a i 's are either all in I C or all in I D . Let w ′ := a 0 a 1 . . . a k ⊗ a −k . . . a −1 or a 1 . . . a k ⊗ a −k . . . a −1 a 0 depending on whether a 0 ∈ I C or I D , and ρ ′ be the rotation unitary from w to w ′ . Note that w ′ may no longer be simple; however, it decomposes into a direct sum of simple objects all of which either have even length or lie in Λ (using the fusion rule). Suppose
Since the u i 's belong to Λ, any ξ ∈ H w can be expressed as i θ(
Thus our claim that any representation is generated by the Λ weight spaces is proven. This immediately implies that the restriction functor is faithful. It also shows that Res is full. Indeed, consider a morphism f :
, for y i ∈ A v,w , v ∈ Λ, and ξ ∈ H v . Indeed, this will serve as a definition of the extension, but we must show it is well defined. Suppose i π(y i )ξ i = 0. Then for any fixed j,
It is easy to see that the extension of f remains bounded. This concludes the proof.
We proceed to the study of the * -algebra AΛ. We divide this into subsections corresponding to the length (denoted by |·|) of the words in Λ. Since the empty word (that is, zero length word) stands for the tensor unit of C * D, the centralizer algebra AΛ ∅,∅ is isomorphic to the fusion algebra, and we will be able to describe admissible representations of these in terms of representations of free product C*-algebras. Thus in this section, we will focus on the structure of AΛ v,w for words v, w ∈ Λ of positive length. By AC (resp., AD) we mean the tube algebra/category of C (resp. D).
3.1.
Words of length at least 2. Define a relation on W by w 1 ∼ w 2 if and only if w 1 = uv and w 2 = vu for some subwords u, v. Clearly, ∼ defines an equivalence relation on W. Obviously if w 1 ∼ w 2 , then |w 1 | = |w 2 |. Lemma 3.2. For w 1 , w 2 ∈ W, AΛ w 1 .w 2 = {0} if and only if w 1 ∼ w 2 .
Proof. Suppose w 1 ∼ w 2 so that w 1 = uv and w 2 = vu. Consider the rotation ρ := (1 v ⊗R u )(R * u ⊗ 1 v ) ∈ (C * D) (ūw 1 , w 2ū ) ⊆ A w 1 ,w 2 for any standard solution (R u , R u ) to the conjugate equation for (u, u). It is non-zero (since it is unitary) and hence AΛ w 1 .w 2 = {0}. Now suppose AΛ w 1 .w 2 = {0} and without loss of generality, let w 1 = w 2 . Then there exists v ∈ Irr(C * D) (of length, say, m > 0) such that AΛ v w 1 .w 2 = {0}. Suppose m is odd. Then v is either of C-C type or D-D type. If v is of C-C type (resp. D-D type), then w 2 v (resp. vw 1 ) is simple and is of odd length, whereas vw 1 (resp. w 2 v) is not simple and any simple subobject will be of length strictly smaller than that of vw 1 . Hence AΛ v w 1 .w 2 = {0} which is a contradiction. So m cannot be odd.
Thus m must be even, so v can be of C-D or D-C type. It is enough to consider the case where v is of C-D type, since the other case will follow by taking #. As w 1 , w 2 ∈ W, vw 1 and w 2 v are simple. Therefore, AΛ v w 1 .w 2 = {0} implies the equality (3.1)
In particular, we see that w 1 and w 2 have the same length, say n. If m = n, then Equation 3.1 implies w 1 = v = w 2 which is not possible by assumption. Suppose m < n. By Equation 3.1, there exists a word u such that w 2 = vu. So, vw 1 = vuv implying w 1 = uv, and thus w 1 ∼ w 2 .
We are left with the case when m > n. Equation 3.1 tells us that v starts with the subword w 2 ; say v = w 2 v ′ . Plugging this into Equation 3.1, we get v ′ w 1 = w 2 v ′ . Note that |v ′ | = n − m. If length of v ′ is not less than or equal to n, then we repeat the above argument with v ′ . Since |v ′ | < |v|, we will eventually find some tail-end subword of v, say v 0 , such that v 0 w 1 = w 2 v 0 with |v 0 | ≤ n. Then we apply the previous cases.
Using similar techniques, we also have the following lemma:
Proof. First we consider the case v = ∅. In general, A ∅,w = {0} implies that w is an object in the adjoint sub-category of C * D, or in other words, w is isomorphic to a sub-object of uū for some simple object u ∈ C * D. If u is length 0, then obviously |w| = 0, a contradiction. If u has length greater than or equal to 1, as every word that appears as a sub-object of vv is of C-C or D-D type, w cannot be a sub-object of uū, which implies that A ∅,w = {0}.
Now we consider the case that v has length 1. First assume v ∈ C. If A v,w = {0}, then there is some word u so that (C * D) (uv, wu) = {0}, which is equivalent to (C * D) (vū,ūw) = {0}. First suppose |u| is odd. If it is of C-C type, then wu is simple, and uv is isomorphic to a direct sum of simple objects each of which have length strictly smaller than the length of wu, so the morphism space must be 0. Similarly if u is of D-D type, then so isū, and our hypothesis implies (C * D) (vū,ūw) = {0}. In this case, both words are simple, but |vū| < |ūw|, and thus the morphism space must be {0}.
Thus we are left to consider the case when |u| is even. If u is C-D type, then wu is simple, and the length is strictly greater than the length of any subobject of uv (since |v| = 1) a contradiction. If u is D-C type, thenūw is simple with length strictly greater than the length of any simple sub-object of vū.
The case with v ∈ D is entirely analogous.
Lemma 3.4. For w ∈ W, the centralizer algebra AΛ w,w is isomorphic to the group algebra C[Z] as * -algebras.
Proof. Let v be a subword of w such that
, for largest possible positive integer k. We will say that w is maximally periodic with respect to v. Note that v must be of C-D type. Consider the (unitary) rotation
whose inverse is given by Thus, ρ v w,w n : n ∈ Z is an orthogonal sequence in AΛ w,w with respect to the canonical trace. Hence, we have an injective homomorphism from C[Z] to AΛ sending the generator of Z, which we denote g, to ρ v w,w . It remains to show that the homomorphism is surjective. We now claim that if u ∈ Irr(C * D), then AΛ u w,w = (C * D) (uw, wu) = {0} if and only if u = v n for some n ∈ Z. By the same argument as in proof of "if" part of Lemma 3.2, it is easy to deduce that u must be any one of C-D or D-C types if AΛ u w,w = (C * D) (uw, wu) = {0}. It suffices to consider the case of C-D type u, since the other case will follow from this by applying #.
Since both u and w are of C-D type, both uw and wu are simple, (C * D) (uw, wu) = {0} implies uw = wu. Now, consider the bi-infinite word . . . uwuwuw . . .. If m = |u| and n = |w|, then by the commutation of u and w, we may conclude that the infinite word is both m-and n-periodic, and thereby, l := gcd(m, n)-periodic. So, there exists a word v ′ of length l such that both u and w are integral powers of v ′ . Since w is maximally periodic with respect to v, |v| ≤ |v ′ |, which will then imply that v ′ is an integral power of v. Hence, u is an integral power of v.
We will be done if we can show AΛ v n w,w = Cρ v n w,w for n ∈ Z. Again, it is enough to show for n ≥ 0 since the other cases follow by taking #. If n ≥ 0, however, then AΛ
Via the inclusion W ⊂ Λ, we may consider AW as a * -subalgebra of AΛ. In fact, by Lemma 3.3, we see that AW is actually a summand of AΛ. The above lemma now allows us to identify AW. Let W 0 = W/ ∼, the set of equivalence classes of words in W modulo the cyclic relation ∼ defined in the beginning of this section. Recall that M n (C) denotes the algebra of n × n matrices.
Corollary 3.5. AW is a direct summand of the algebra AΛ. Moreover, as * -algebras
Proof. As explained above, the first statement follows from Lemma 3.3.
For the second one, we pick a representative w ∈ The required isomorphism is given by the map defined for w 1 , w 2 ∈ [w] and x ∈ AS w 1 ,w 2 by
3.2. Words of length 1. For a rigid C*-tensor category C, we let S(C) := {[a] ∈ Irr(C) : N a bb = 0 for some [b] ∈ Irr(C)}. S(C) tensor generates the adjoint subcategory of C, which is the trivial graded component with respect to the universal grading group, but in general S(C) gives a proper subset of the simple objects in the adjoint subcategory. 
is simple of D-C type, and any simple subobject of vc (resp. dv) in C * D has length smaller than that of dv (resp. vc). Now suppose v is of C-D type; then, both vc and dv are simple with the same length but are of different types, hence (C * D) (vc, dv) = {0}.
Thus v can only be of D-C type. Also since v = ½, length of v is at least 2.
′ does not contain ½ as a subobject, then the length of every simple subobject ofvdv is strictly greater than 1, and thereby (C * D) (vw 1 , w 2 v) ∼ = (C * D) (w 1 ,vw 2 v) = {0} which is a contradiction. Thus, ½ appears as a subobject ofd ′ dd ′ and hence d ∈ S(D). Similarly, by considering vcv, one may deduce that c ∈ S(C).
Since v ′ is a word of C-D type of length at least 2 whose letters are all simple, by the definition of the free product category, any morphism x ∈ (C * D) (vc, dv) factorizes as
The result then follows. 
, from the definition of the free product category we must have
This gives us (ii).
Annular representations of free product of categories
Let C be an arbitrary rigid C * -tensor category, and Γ ⊆ [Obj C] be an arbitrary weight set containing ½, which is sufficiently full to generate a universal C*-algebra. Consider the ideal
In the particular case of Γ = Irr(C), we write J C 0 for J Γ 0 . Any bounded * -representation of J Γ 0 defines a bounded * -representation of AΓ. In fact, the induction functor Ind 0 : Rep(J Γ 0 ) → Rep(AΓ) is a fully faithful functor, and its image defines the full subcategory Rep 0 (AΓ) of representations generated by their weight ½ space. Thus, the problem of understanding Rep(AΛ) decomposes into the problem of understanding the admissible representations of the fusion algebra, and the higher weight structure. In the particular case of free products, what we will see is that the weight 0 part is controlled by a free product C*-algebra, while the higher weight parts can be read off in terms of the higher weight parts of C and D. There are also some additional copies of the category Rep(Z) that appear at higher weights.
We first turn our attention to the weight 0 case. Let Fus(C) be the fusion algebra of C with the distinguished basis Irr(C). Recall there exists a universal C*-algebra completion of the fusion algebra, denoted by C * u (C), first introduced by Popa and Vaes [PV] , which is universal with respect to admissible representations. In [GJ] , it was shown that AC ½,½ ∼ = Fus(C) and admissible representations are precisely those that induce bounded * -representations of the tube algebra, and thus C * u (C) can be viewed as the weight 0 corner (or centralizer algebra) of the universal C*-algebra of the tube algebra.
Via the inclusions of C and D into C * D, Fus (C * D) contains the fusion algebras Fus(C) and Fus(D) as unital * -subalgebras. Indeed, we have a canonical * -algebra isomorphism between Fus(C * D) and the (algebraic) free product Fus(C) * Fus(D).
We briefly recall the definition of (universal) free product of C*-algebras:
Definition 4.2. If A 1 and A 2 are unital C*-algebras, a free product is a unital C*-algebra A 1 * A 2 , together with unital * -homomorphisms ι i : A i → A 1 * A 2 satisfying the following universal property: for any unital C*-algebra C and unital * -homomorphisms γ i :
Any two free products of two C*-algebras are * -isomorphic if they exists by the universal property. Furthermore, free products do exist, so it makes sense to talk about the free product C*-algebra, which we will denote by A 1 * A 2 .
The main result of this section is the following:
To prove this, we already know that AC ½,½ , AD ½,½ and AΛ ∅,∅ are isomorphic to the fusion algebras Fus(C), Fus(D) and Fus(C * D) ∼ = Fus(C) * Fus(D) respectively. Using these isomorphisms, any representation of the weight zero centralizer algebra AΛ ∅,∅ can also be viewed as representations of AC ½,½ and AD ½,½ by restricting π to the corresponding subalgebras. We have the following lemma: Suppose (π c , H) and (π d , H) are admissible. Set H w := AΛ ∅,w ⊗ H for w ∈ Λ. By Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.6, H w is nonzero only when w = ∅ or w has length 1 and is in S(C) ∪ S(D). As usual, we define a sesquilinear form on H w by
By the definition of admissibility and [GJ] , it suffices to show that this form is positive semi-definite. Further, it is enough to show
It remains to consider the case w ∈ S(C) ∪ S(D). Suppose w ∈ S(C). In order to have AΛ
One may express this in another useful way: x i = z i ·1 u i where we view z i ∈ AC c i 1,w ⊂ AΛ ∅,w , and 1 u i ∈ AΛ
where the last inequality follows from admissibility of (π c , H). An entirely analogous argument holds for the case w ∈ S(D).
Proof of Proposition 4.3. Let i C (resp., i D ) be the canonical * -inclusion of Fus(C) (resp., Fus(D)) into Fus(C * D).
If (π, H) is any admissible representation of Fus(C * D), then (π • i C , H) and (π • i D , H) are admissible representations of Fus(C) and Fus(D) respectively by Lemma 4.4. Therefore, for any x ∈ Fus(C),
. By the definition of the universal norm, On one hand, it is well known that representation categories of free product algebras are wild and uncontrollable, and thus this answer for describing Rep 0 (AΛ) is somewhat unsatisfactory, compared to descriptions of other representation categories such as Rep(AT LJ) ( [GJ] ). On the other hand, there are a plethora of ways to produce examples of representations of free products, so these categories are quite flexible. For example, given two states ψ, φ on C*-algebras A and B, one can construct the free convolution state ψ * φ on the C*-algebra A * B ( [A] ). Alternatively one simply has to take a representation of A and one of B, and identify their underlying Hilbert space.
We now move on to describing the higher weight categories, which, depending on C and D, can be more manageable. As described in the beginning of the section Rep + (AΛ) = Rep(AΛ/J Λ 0 ). We have the following lemma: with w 1 , w 2 ∈ S(C) ∪ S(D), and v ∈ Irr(C * D). By Lemma 3.7 and Lemma 3.8, the image of these spaces under the quotient is 0 unless w 1 and w 2 are either both in S(C) and v ∈ Irr(C) or both w 1 and w 2 are in S(D) and v ∈ Irr(D). Since J C 0 , J D 0 ⊆ J Λ 0 , it is now clear that the quotient map assembles into an isomorphism
Finally, we recall that W 0 is the set of cyclic equivalence classes of words in W, and note that Rep(AW) ∼ = Rep(Z) ⊕W 0 . The above results imply Theorem 1.1, which is the main result of this article.
Examples
In this section, we apply the main result to several examples. First, we show how this matches another known result.
Example 5.1. Free products of group categories. In particular, for any countable group G, we consider the rigid C*-tensor category Hilb f.d. (G) of finite dimensional G-graded Hilbert spaces. Let Λ denote the set of conjugacy classes of G. For each λ ∈ Λ we can define C λ (G) to be the centralizer subgroup of some element g ∈ λ. We note that different choices of g ∈ Λ yield conjugate subgroups, and so C λ (G) is well defined up to isomorphism. Then, from [GJ] , the category of annular representations ) : n ≥ 3} ∪ [2, ∞) [BJ] . These planar algebras are universal for intermediate subfactors. For a subfactor planar algebra, the category of affine annular representations in the sense of Jones-Reznikoff [JR] is equivalent to the category of annular representations of the even part of the subfactor (see, for example, [DGG, Remark 3.6] or [NY2, Corollary 4.4] ). The even part of the FussCatalan can be realized as a full subcategory of the free product category T LJ (α) * T LJ (β). In particular, if a ∈ T LJ (α) is the standard tensor generating object with dimension α and b ∈ T LJ (β) is the standard tensor generating object with dimension β, then the full subcategory generated by abba ∈ T LJ (α) * T LJ (β) is equivalent to the even part of F C(α, β). Thus to determine the annular representation category of F C(α, β), it suffices to determine the annular representations of the full subcategory T LJ (α) * T LJ (β) generated by abba. Let T LJ 0 (α) denote the adjoint subcategory, generated by aa. This can also be realized as the even part of the usual Temperley-Lieb-Jones subfactor planar algebras.
We recall briefly that two rigid C*-tensor categories C and D are weakly Morita equivalent if there is a rigid C*-2 category with two objects 0 and 1, such that the tensor category End(0) ∼ = C and the tensor category End(1) ∼ = D (see [NY2] for further details). The two even parts of a subfactor planar algebra are weakly Morita equivalent, but weak Morita equivalence is more general. If we have two full subcategories of a tensor category, to show they are weakly Morita equivalent, it suffices to find an object x ∈ C so that xx tensor generates one and xx tensor generates the other, since one can, using the usual subfactor approach, construct a rigid C*-2 category whose two even parts are as desired. We apply this in the free product case to obtain the following proposition:
Proposition 5.3. The tensor category generated by abba is weakly Morita equivalent to T LJ 0 (α) * T LJ 0 (β).
Proof. It suffices to find an object x ∈ T LJ (α) * T LJ (β) such that xx = abba and xx = T LJ (α) * T LJ (β). Choose x := abb. Then since both aa and bb contain the tensor unit as a subobject, we see abbbba = abba . On the other hand, bbaabb contains aa and bb as subobjects, and so clearly bbaabb = aa, bb .
Again, by [DGG, Remark 3.6] or [NY2, Corollary 4.4] , the above proposition implies the following:
Corollary 5.4. The category of affine annular representations of the subfactor planar algebra F C(α, β) is equivalent as a W*-category to the annular representation category of T LJ 0 (α) * T LJ 0 (β). This category T LJ 0 (α) is fully described in [JR] , and thus combining those results with ours leads to a description of the representations of Fuss-Catalan categories.
